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urope’s most prestigious bus

award has been won by the

new Mercedes-Benz Citaro

Euro6. A 17 strong jury of senior

journalists representing leading

magazines from countries across

Europe selected the Citaro after the

Bus Euro Test, a rigorous four day

testing procedure conducted in

Versailles during June. 

The International Bus of the Year

2013 accolade is always hotly

contested by manufacturers from

across Europe and this year’s

competition was no exception with

five technically advanced, state-of-

the-art buses participating, three of

which were hybrids. That the Citaro

won in the face of this was down to

a combination of reasons among

which the level of useful innovation

incorporated that will benefit

operators, passengers, drivers and

the environment over the life of the

bus was one of the most telling

factors. These innovations impact

not only on the cost of operation,

but on the safety of the driver, passengers and

other road users, on the attractiveness of the bus

as a means of travel, and on the vehicle’s impact

on the environment.

This year’s Bus Euro Test provided a really harsh

operating environment for vehicles with the

demanding hilly terrain of Versailles placing con-

siderable

demands on the

vehicles and their

drivers, but it all

proved well within

the new Citaro’s

capabilities. 

With over

33,000 Citaros of

the previous

generation on the

road worldwide,

making it the

most successful

Western

European city bus

ever, the new bus

had a lot to live up

to. Expectations

of it were high

and in the Jury’s

collective opinion

it lives up to them.

In styling terms,

the appearance is

more rounded

and softer than its

predecessor. 

Alone among

the participants

the Citaro was

equipped with a Euro6 emission level unit from

the family of diesels specially developed to meet

the strictures of the legislation that comes into

force at the end of next year. The bus tested had

the new 7.7-litre, 299hp (220kW), OM936 Euro6

common rail ‘Blue Efficiency’ engine mounted

vertically at the rear on the continental offside

with the radiator above and air intakes above that.

It develops torque of 1,200Nm

at 1,200-1,600rpm. Among the

new features is an

adjustable

camshaft which

Daimler claims is a

first for a diesel.

This helps regener-

ation of the

particulate filter by

enabling the

adjustment of the

timing to raise heat

levels in the

exhaust. A 354hp

(260kW) twin

turbo option

developing

1,400Nm is also

offered, as are

horizontal OM936h

versions with the

same outputs or the vertical

OM470 with 360hp (265kW)

and 394hp (290kW) power

options. 

Apart from the new camshaft,

features of the new engines

include a halving of their oil

consumption, longer filter

cleaning intervals, increased injection pressures of

up to 2,400 bar, and a cross flow cylinder head

intended to optimise cooling. All require AdBlue,

typically between 2-4% of fuel consumption,

which is less than in the current generation and

the size of the tank has therefore been reduced

from 38 to 21 litres as part of a weight optimisa-

tion programme across the whole vehicle. 

Despite its relatively small size, the

performance of the unit was responsive and

powerful, with the power available from relatively

low revs, and was also quiet, with interior noise

ingress minimised by means of an enhanced seal

between the saloon and the engine bay. 

ZF’s Ecolife 6AP1200B six speed fully automatic

transmission was fitted with a Voith unit offered

as an alternative. ZF also supplied the AV132/83

portal rear axle, the independent front suspension
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The interior not only provided a very smooth

ride it was very quiet and comfortable.

There was considerable praise for the ergonomics of the cab.
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system and the 8098

power steering. 

Another new

innovation that

impressed the Jury,

though an optional one,

was a 24-volt recupera-

tion module which

saves the ‘free’

electricity created

during the overrun

stage and stores it in

6kW double-layer

supercapacitors, using it

to power the vehicle’s

electrical ancillaries.

Mercedes-Benz

calculate that this

reduces fuel

consumption and

emissions by around 2%. 

Safety enhancements are numerous on the

bus, perhaps the most significant of which is the

fact that the new Citaro is the first low floor city

bus to be equipped with the ESP electronic

stability programme as standard. You can argue

that a city bus shouldn’t get into a situation where

the system is required, and we certainly didn’t test

it on the streets of Versailles, but with many

Citaros used on interurban applications the

potential for it to be a benefit is real. It is one of a

number of safety advances, others being the bi-

Xenon headlights and day time running lights, the

automatic fire alarm and extinguisher system, and

the new driver’s area which is raised and has a

door hinged to open in the other direction for

enhanced ease of escape in a potential confronta-

tion situation.

Jurors were not only impressed with the

amount of equipment provided to assist the driver,

the comfort of the cab and the ride quality, they

praised the cab ergonomics, saying that, ‘it’s full of

high-tech but the driver feels immediately at

home.’

Similarly, the passenger experience is an

excellent one. It is very quiet, with less unwelcome

noise than experienced on some hybrids, the ride

quality and balance is excellent, the interior was

very comfortable and, in this application, the seats

were all easily accessible. It was shake and rattle

free and the LED downlighting created an

agreeable travelling environment. Though

everything fitted on the bus was a standard

option, the particularly comfortable soft trimmed

City Star Eco seats will perhaps not be specified in

most standard city buses. 

Not cheap
It has to be said that the new Citaro isn’t a

cheap option. The highly specified bus entered in

the Bus Euro Test retailed at ¤285,000

(£226,000) which is a lot of brass but I

doubt that many Citaros will be sold at

that sort of figure or to quite as high a

specification. Around ¤10,000 of the

additional cost is accounted for by the

Euro6 technology, and that should be

taken into account in your value for

money calculations.

Mercedes-

Benz argue

strongly that

operators need

to look at the

whole life cost

of a bus rather

than just the

initial purchase

price and there

is strong justifi-

cation for their

argument.

Their approach

has been to

look at every

aspect of the

vehicle’s

operation and

see how it can

be made more

efficient over its life, which isn’t

necessarily the same as being cheaper

to purchase. 

If there is one thing that left a lasting impression

from the bus it is of the overall quality of the

whole product, coupled with the feeling that the

development team has looked at every aspect and

knows why it is at it is. Perhaps this is why several

of the jury expressed the opinion that, ‘I couldn’t

see any faults.’ In fairness there were a couple of

criticisms mentioned. Some found the transmis-

sion could be harsh when changing down to first

and there was concern about how good the view

of the centre doors was if you didn’t specify the

camera system fitted, but overall this was a bus

that has been developed for the future and is

ready to meet its challenges.

UK
We will be getting the new Citaro in right hand

drive the UK but we’re going to have to wait until

late next year for it. When it arrives it will be the

Euro6 model as tested in Versailles with the Euro5

powered version of the existing model continuing

until then. From what I saw in

France, Daimler devotees will

think it worth waiting for.   

Presentation
As the Chairman of the

International Bus & Coach of

the Year Jury I will be

presenting the trophy to Daimler during the IAA

event in Hanover on Tuesday 18 September.

By Stuart Jones

Dimensions
Length:.......................................................12135mm

Height: .........................................................3120mm

Width: .........................................................2550mm

Wheelbase: ................................................5900mm

Front overhang:.........................................2805mm

Rear overhang: ..........................................3430mm

Turning circle: ............................................21214mm

The new Citaro negotiating the demanding test route in Versailles.

Mercedes-Benz is the first manufacturer to be commercially ready to

deliver Euro6 powered buses.

The bus participating in the

Bus Euro Test was powered

by the new 7.7-litre OM936

engine mounted vertically in a

stack at the continental

offside rear. It was the

299hp (220kW) variant

which delivers 1,200Nm at

1,200-1,600rpm.
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